-165 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman itself works, and thus transcend the subjectivistic approach to art characteristic of modern aesthetics. But why are Wagner's operas not "read" in this way? Why are they not scoured for Wagner's philosophical insights? I will suggest that if Heidegger had bothered attending (to)
Wagner's Ring cycle especially, he could likewise have discovered a virtual treasure-trove of philosophical themes that remarkably anticipate his own thinking at the time.
From a political perspective, what has been generally overlooked in Heidegger's unsatisfactory and incomplete confrontation with Wagner is the sheer audacity of Heidegger's stance at the very time when Hitler, almost exclusively amongst the Nazi leadership, was pointing to Bayreuth as the epicenter of Germany's cultural renewal. By taking on Wagner while simultaneously championing Hölderlin, Heidegger was at least circuitously challenging Hitler's vision of National Socialism-hardly a gambit without risk. 6 It is, accordingly, Heidegger's philosophically and politically charged critique of Wagner, music, and what art has become in the modern age, to which I shall now turn.
Great Art and the History of Aesthetics
In Hitchcock's Vertigo, John "Scottie" Ferguson (played by Jimmy Stewart) is briefly committed to a psychiatric hospital, due to the trauma of watching (who he thinks is) his lover fall to her death after jumping from a high tower. Because Ferguson is depressed, virtually catatonic, his friend Midge Wood (Barbara Bel Geddes) tries to cheer him up by playing Mozart.
As she explains, I had a long talk with a lady in musical therapy … and she says Mozart is the boy for you. A broom that sweeps the cobwebs away … I have music for dipsomaniacs, music for melancholiacs, music for hypochondriacs. I wonder what would happen if someone got their files mixed up? (Hitchcock, Vertigo)
-166 -PhaenEx
What this charming scene unwittingly brings to light is, for Heidegger, the culmination of Western aesthetics: the use of art as psychological or physiological stimulant, the conflation of art and pharmacology. For Heidegger, this terminal point was built into the very beginning of the West's attempts to theorize art, and Heidegger will try to explain precisely how this movement unfolded through a series of developmental stages. Before retracing this history, however, it is crucial to understand what Heidegger meant by "great art," the sort of art that could speak for itself, that existed for the Greeks prior to becoming the focus of Plato's theoretical gaze.
Beginning in the1930s, Heidegger devotes a great deal of attention to explaining what art is, and attempts to unpack the difference between the ancient Greeks' relationship to art and that of our own. 8 In "The Origin of the Work of Art" especially, Heidegger articulates a series of almost-extravagant claims about how the work of art played a truth-disclosing role for the Greeks, and was thus able to "ground history" (Heidegger, "Origin" 77) . The Greek temple, for example, was not only the focal point of cultural life, but tacitly performed the ontological task of helping the Greek people understand themselves and their historical world. As Heidegger states, the temple "in its standing there, first gives to things their look and to men their outlook on themselves" (43). In other words, as an example of great art, the temple discloses what the world, ontologically speaking, is like, but it also acts normatively to establish "around itself the unity of those paths and relations in which birth and death, disaster and blessing, victory and disgrace, endurance and decline acquire the shape of destiny for human being" (42). The temple thus reveals to the Greek people just how they should understand their lives and how their world works; it thus makes intelligible that of which the Greeks would otherwise be only dimly or implicitly aware.
-167 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman In Heidegger's jargon, what this means is that the great artwork "is the becoming and happening of truth" (71). The truth disclosed by the artwork, however, is not eternal and unchanging, but is rather an historical process according to which the (in this case, ancient Greek) community gains an understanding of its being, an understanding that can be irreversibly lost as the result of "world-withdrawal and world-decay." (41). Today, that ancient world is long gone, and the temple can no longer serve as its "cultural paradigm," which means, strictly speaking, that it no longer enjoys the status of "great art."
9 Having lost its world, the temple is now merely an old relic, a tourist attraction, or at best, an object of theoretical concern for art historians or archeologists. Art is not timeless, after all.
There is much more, obviously, that can be said about what Heidegger means by great art, but that is not my focus. Nor is it my interest to assess the accuracy or validity of
Heidegger's claims-either about artworks in general, or the role the temple, for instance, played in the ancient world. From this brief summary, however, we can at least safely glean a few key features of great, "pre-aesthetic," art that can be contrasted with the "aestheticized" art that exists in the modern age. First, the great work of art is truth-disclosive: it makes the world of an historical community intelligible, revealing and clarifying both, as Iain Thomson puts it, " what is and what matters" in that world (Thomson 43) . Second, the work is public: it is embedded and woven into the physical environment of a community. Third, the work qua great artwork is historically finite: its greatness is contingent upon the existence of the very world it helps to sustain and nourish, but worlds come and go as the metaphysics of an age gives way and a new understanding of being is inaugurated.
Let me pause here to say a few words about metaphysics in light of its relationship to
Heidegger's history of aesthetics-our real quarry. Indeed, what exactly is Heidegger's -168 -PhaenEx philosophical problem with metaphysics, generally speaking, and aesthetics, in particular?
According to Heidegger, metaphysics is concerned with "the being of beings," the universal traits or structures that all beings must possess in order, minimally, "to be." Within a particular culture or form of life (the ancient Greek world, medieval Christian Europe, the modern era), beings "show up" for us as real within a particular horizon of disclosure that has been fixed by the prevailing metaphysics of the age. Being itself, the unfathomable source of these metaphysically circumscribed epochs within which beings become intelligible, is not itself mindor culture-dependent, but the way being reveals itself to any age does depend on human beings. Now, in any epoch, beings are revealed in one dominant way. Heidegger contends that this is not the only way a being can show up and become intelligible or have meaning for us, but by absolutizing the horizon of disclosure, making it the singularly authoritative way in which things can be said to be, all other possible ways of revealing the world are closed off to us, marginalized, pushed aside. 10 The metaphysics of an age thus represents beings one way only, and blocks off other perspectives. For example, in the modern age, Heidegger claims that beings only show up for us as standing reserve, raw stuff to be pressed into the service of industry and commerce. Since this perspective is absolutized, other possible ways for beings to show up for us are concealed, and worse, we are not even aware that they are concealed. We are thus oblivious to the plenitude of being, to the many other ways the world might be revealed to us. Now, what metaphysics does for beings, aesthetics does for art. Aesthetics determines exactly those universal features that make a work of art. By fixing the essence of art in this way, aesthetics closes us off to what else the work of art might reveal to us. Heidegger wants to overcome aesthetics in order to free the work of art from its metaphysically fixed horizons.
When art becomes, as it has in the modern age, merely a sort of object that can produce certain -169 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman feelings within an observing subject, then its role, quite clearly, has been reduced, especially if we think about those three features of great art that I summarized above.
It might be helpful to contrast Heidegger's claims here with those of Arthur Danto. As Danto famously argues in his 1964 article, "The Artworld," aesthetics is not some belated, theoretical enterprise that takes flight only at dusk; rather, aesthetics actually makes art possible by enabling us to identify it and distinguish it from other mundane objects. Art cannot come into being, following Danto's argument, unless we already have some sense ( Furthermore, Heidegger would deny that aesthetics (even in the broadest sense of the term that encompasses ancient reflections on art, that precedes aesthetics in the narrow, eighteenth century sense) was even around prior to Plato and Aristotle, so its capacity to make art possible was, simply, not possible. In this case, Danto's quasi-transcendental account of the aesthetics/art relationship is, at best, an historically contingent feature of modernity, but certainly not a universal thesis about the theory and practice of art.
-170 -PhaenEx
Stage-setting complete, I want to turn specifically to Heidegger's first lecture course on Nietzsche, The Will to Power as Art. In this text, Heidegger lays out, in a remarkably thoughtprovoking chapter, a set of stages through which the history of aesthetics passes before culminating in Nietzsche's radical (yet, to us, deeply familiar) conception. From the outset, it is clear that Heidegger is keen to contrast aesthetics with great art, which we have already discussed.
In stage one, then, before Plato and Aristotle began writing about it, there was great art in ancient Greece, and as a consequence, there was no need for aesthetics, no need for philosophy to mediate our relationship with art. When we moderns experience art, we typically think of "lived experiences" that are emotionally intense, different from those in our everyday lives.
Heidegger bitterly counters that "it was their good fortune that the Greeks had no 'lived experiences'" (Heidegger, Nietzsche 80) . Those fortunate Greeks simply dwelt in the radiant presence of great art, and had no need to "escape" into art galleries or sculpture gardens.
But this all changed. At stage two, philosophy comes on the scene to tell us what art is, armed with metaphysical concepts like "matter," "form," and "idea." Although seemingly innocuous, Heidegger asserts that the form/matter dichotomy had the effect of transforming the Greek understanding of the creative process itself. According to this interpretation, the Greek word technē originally referred to the knowledge governing our capacity to "bring forth" in a sense broad enough to include both art and craft. This knowledge guided the artist's or craftsman's ability to release possibilities residing, for example, in the wood or stone. But as Heidegger explains, the alignment of "form" with "rationality" required a new relationship to develop between the artists and craftsmen and their (irrational) material. With a form already in mind, the task of making things became no more than the imposition of form upon recalcitrant -171 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman matter, thus reducing the "knowing guidance of bringing-forth" to mere production (Heidegger, Nietzsche 82) .
12 Thus, at the hands of Plato and Aristotle, technē itself undergoes a change, a narrowing, and its meaning is divorced from the disclosure of truth, and thereafter fixed instead to the mere production of beautiful things.
In Plato's notorious account of art in his Republic, we can see evidence of this reduction, evidence that the end of great art was written into the very inception of Western aesthetics.
Keeping in mind the ontological-ethical "function" that the Greek temple and Greek tragedy argues that art is, on that account, a genuine danger to the city's well-being. By divorcing art from truth, and attaching it instead to the irrational domain of human feeling, appetite, and emotion (even if only to purge certain emotions, as Aristotle argued), the die was cast. Despite future challenges to, and departures from, Plato's domestication of art, his literal call to remove art from public life, all subsequent reflections on art have fulfilled the cliché and followed along quite dutifully as a series of footnotes.
Between the ancient Greeks and stage three, there is an extraordinary gap of almost two thousand years. Heidegger argues that there were no pivotal developments "for the history of knowledge about art" in Hellenistic, Roman, Medieval or Renaissance eras (Heidegger, ). This stage marks "the beginning of the modern age," the post-Cartesian era in which the beautiful in art is determined by the sorts of feelings the work produces in the observing subject. But exclusive concern with the affectedness of the ego cogito characteristic of modern aesthetics is "concurrent" with, Heidegger notes, "the decline of great art."
Paradoxically, in the modern epoch, an historical period that encompasses the work of Bach, Mozart, and Goethe, "art forfeits its essence, loses its immediate relation to the basic task of representing the absolute" (Heidegger, Nietzsche 84) . This stage thus coincides with the birth of "aesthetics" in its modern sense at the hands of Baumgarten and Kant in the eighteenth century-although strangely these figures are unnamed in Heidegger's narrative. Aesthetics is now explicitly the field that investigates how our sensations and feelings are related to beautiful objects. What this officially seals and confirms, despite all of the intramural squabbles between the major Enlightenment players, is the irrelevance of art to thought and the disclosure of truth.
Art is now a special kind of object that affects the sensing subject in an emotionally heightened way, and art is thereafter judged and evaluated, Heidegger contends, by its very ability to inculcate these specific sorts of aesthetic experiences.
In contrast to the anonymous inauguration of modern aesthetics, the final three stages of Heidegger's history are attached to proper names, and occur, in rapid succession, during a fifty or sixty year period in the nineteenth century. At stage four, modern aesthetics reaches its apotheosis in Hegel's monumental Lectures on Aesthetics. It is this text in which Hegel notoriously claims that art, having lost its capacity as a sensuous presentation of the absolute, has become a "thing of the past." Whatever role art used to play for the ancient Greeks, it has been succeeded logically and historically by religion and philosophy. There is nothing art can tell us about ourselves that cannot be told with greater conceptual precision by philosophers (like Hegel never wished to deny the possibility that also in the future individual works of art would originate and be esteemed. The fact of such individual works, which exist as works only for the enjoyment of a few spectators of the population, does not speak against Hegel but for him. It is proof that art has lost its power to be the absolute, has lost its absolute power. (Heidegger, Nietzsche 85) For Heidegger, what has been lost is great art. The aestheticized art that continues to be made for modern connoisseurs merely confirms Hegel's thesis, as if by implicitly revealing its own lack. After Hegel's stage four comes Wagner's stage five. Heidegger's treatment of Wagner is considerably longer than his discussions of any of the other five developmental stages. This is perhaps surprising, since Heidegger clearly "knows" less about Wagner than he does about Plato and Aristotle, Kant, Hegel or Nietzsche. He has written at length about these other figures, yet this is his only engagement with Wagner. And Wagner is the only actual (or at least named) "artist" whose contributions-be they theoretical or as artworks-feature in Heidegger's unconventional history. Since it is Heidegger's "confrontation" with Wagner here that constitutes the focus of this paper, I will simply note, provisionally at this point, that Wagner's inclusion in the history of aesthetics is based upon his idea of the "total work of art," and his later elevation of music above the other arts in light of its capacity to express sheer, formless feeling.
It is a small jump only from stage five to stage six, Nietzsche's stage, wherein art is understood as that which is able to arouse us, not just emotionally or, more broadly stated, psychologically, but physiologically. Nietzsche's thought opens the way for artworks to be treated as variable sorts of stimuli capable of generating a range of predictable, bodily responses -174 -PhaenEx in certain biological organisms. Nietzsche's biological metaphors may well be rhetorical artifacts of the nineteenth century, but there is nothing metaphorical in contemporary neuroscientific studies of music, which attempt to confirm empirically the very relationships between music and physiology that Nietzsche suggests. In these sorts of studies, certain types of music are played for test subjects undergoing a functional MRI in order to determine the connections between different tempos and melodies and, for instance, motor activity, language, or even empathy. The
Vertigo example is but a distant prolegomenon of today's research. But for Heidegger, this Nietzschean vision of aesthetics was prepared long ago, as we have seen, by ancient Greek philosophy, and Nietzsche is read not as the opponent of "aesthetic Socratism," but as the unwitting dupe of the very tradition he sought to overcome.
There is a great deal more to be said about all of this. Much of what Heidegger claims here is deeply controversial and quite easily contested. My purpose, however, is not to offer a comprehensive account for this section as a whole; rather, I want to focus much more narrowly on the penultimate stage of this history, Wagner's stage, in order to determine whether Wagner's inclusion within this narrative, and the charges Heidegger levels against him, can at all be justified.
Heidegger's Case Against Music
If we look back over the history of aesthetics, it is frequently the case that when philosophers focus on art in general, they often focus their reflections upon one artistic genre only-and typically the one they know best. This is certainly true of Heidegger, despite his attempts to stand outside of this tradition. Aside from his remarkable, yet highly idiosyncratic, encounters with Van Gogh paintings and Greek temples, Heidegger's overwhelming Johann Peter Hebel-a poet.
While Kant may well have compared the experience of music to a fleeting whiff of perfume, his sporadically faithful disciple, Arthur Schopenhauer, set out to invest music with deep metaphysical significance. In fact, Schopenhauer claimed that music has a priority over the representational arts. These other arts engender within their viewers a transformation of their ordinary, conscious state. In this new state of "aesthetic consciousness," our painful, selfinterested immersion in worldly things gives way, and we temporarily become a "pure, will-less, painless, timeless subject of knowledge" (Schopenhauer, World as Will 179). Representational art takes us out of ourselves, out of the particularities of the phenomenal world. The world of will underlying appearances, Schopenhauer explains, now objectifies itself to aesthetic consciousness as Platonic ideas. The observer is led to the universal from the experience of the particular. With music, however, the case is different, and a new theory is required to explain its metaphysical significance. Far from idealizing the objects of everyday perception, Schopenhauer argues that music does not copy the world of empirical representation, but is rather a copy, and thus a direct expression, of the will itself. As such, music is able to speak to us much more -176 -PhaenEx deeply than the other representational arts, granting us direct access, in nothing but tones, to the innermost being of the world.
Wagner read through Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Representation several times, well after he had already written several operas as well as his important early books on opera theory. 13 After reading Schopenhauer (beginning in 1854 when Nietzsche was a churchgoing ten year old), Wagner's previously held view-that the different, individual arts enjoyed a state of basic equality within the Gesamtkunstwerk-came to an end. After the encounter with Schopenhauer, Wagner came to see that music had a privileged role to play, even above poetry, in articulating the deep realities of human existence. In a nutshell, Schopenhauer argued that behind the world of phenomena, music could reveal to us that the world was one, that the principle of individuation was merely an illusion concealing a primal, metaphysical unity. If so, music could also reveal that, at a deep metaphysical level, the apparent divisions between people are illusory as well. This insight formed the basis for Schopenhauer's ethic of compassion. As
Wagner came to understand, the phenomenal world is the world of separation, individuation, and suffering ending only in death. However, beneath all of this, underlying the false divisions of space and time, is the ceaseless, striving, singular metaphysical will. On the operatic stage, therefore, we can see the sets, costumes and the outward appearance of the actors, but behind these merely phenomenal externalities is the orchestra's music, speaking directly to the noumenal inner lives of the characters before us, and our own inner lives too.
Given this influence of Schopenhauer upon (later) Wagner and (early) Nietzsche, it is telling that Heidegger does not include Schopenhauer within his "history of aesthetics" even though it was Schopenhauer (contra the "poetry-privilegers"-Kant, Hegel, and Heidegger) who provided the metaphysical schema within which the subsequent musical-boosterism could On the other hand, Heidegger quickly zeroes in on the later-Wagner's assessment of the priority of music over the other arts. According to Heidegger, Wagner's operas seek the domination of art as music, and thereby the domination of the pure state of feelingthe tumult and delirium of the senses, tremendous contraction, the felicitous distress that swoons in enjoyment, absorption in "the bottomless sea of harmonies," the plunge into frenzy and the disintegration into sheer feeling as redemptive. (Heidegger, Nietzsche 86 reinforces the contrast between inner feeling and the outer world-a contrast that virtually defines the subjectivism of the modern epoch. Any art form, consequently, that gives preeminence to music, accordingly, will thus reproduce and potentially exacerbate, rather than resist, the subject/object division that underwrites the way we moderns have come to experience all types of art. This means that had Wagner stuck to his early theoretical claims about the equality of the individual arts within his musical dramas, then his attempt to produce great art would not obviously have "had to fail." Now, Heidegger is certainly not claiming that a musical component automatically disqualifies an art work from the status of greatness, but the clear suggestion is that the music must play a supporting role to a poetic text. With the Greeks the perfect work of art, the Drama, was the abstract and epitome of all that was expressible in the Grecian nature. It was the nation itself-in intimate connection with its own history-that stood mirrored in its art-work, that communed with itself and, within the span of a few hours, feasted its eyes with its own noblest essence. (52) Wagner's notion, here, that tragedy works by mirroring back to the Greeks their own noblest (a normative term) essence, making their world explicit to them, is at least roughly consistent with Heidegger's claim about the Greek temple: that it gave things their look, and gave men an outlook on themselves. In other words, for Wagner and for Heidegger, the work tells the truth about a people; it is "disclosive" in the broadest sense. It is also crucial to note that it was "the nation itself," the Greek people as a whole, who were involved in the performance. Tragedy was a serious art, performed during religious holidays at the state's expense. It was, accordingly, a public art-not just a privileged experience for Greek aristocrats and drama-enthusiasts.
Additionally, Wagner's and Heidegger's respective accounts line up because both acknowledge a connection between the artwork and the historical world it mirrors and reveals.
As we have seen, Heidegger claims that the Greek temple can only be great art if the very world it nourishes and sustains exists as well. So if the world "ends," the artwork will die too. Wagner -182 -PhaenEx believes something very close to this as well, for he offers his own political reading of the "death of tragedy," long before Nietzsche came into his life.
According to Wagner, during the Golden Age of ancient Greece, the unity of the city was recapitulated in the unity of the drama. But then, as the Greek poleis began to break down and fragment in the 4 th century BCE, tragedy also broke up into its constituent artistic genres.
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Before this, Greek tragic drama prefigured Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk, the "total" or "complete work of art" that combined the individual arts into a seamless, integrated dramatic performance.
However,
With the subsequent downfall of Tragedy, Art became less and less the expression of the public conscience. The Drama separated into its component parts; rhetoric, sculpture, painting, music, &c, forsook the ranks in which they had moved in unison before; each one to take its own way, and in lonely self-sufficiency to pursue its own development. (Wagner, Art and Revolution 52)
Tragedy thus died a political death. But the implicit point here is that even though we moderns may have copies of the extant tragedies on our bookshelves, and may well go to contemporary performances of the plays, the dramas clearly no longer serve their original historical purpose of articulating the ontological-ethical framework-the world of gods and mortals-to the ancient Greek community. Like Heidegger, Wagner is (more or less) clear that this possibility is long gone: this explains why modern Germany needs an artist like Wagner.
Thus, just as political fracture prepares the way for artistic disintegration, Wagner's operas, having gathered up the component artistic genres from their "lonely self-sufficiency," point toward the political unification of Germany in 1870. Wagner could thus serve the new state as a latter-day Aeschylus-a dramatist who could draw upon a cultural storehouse of indigenous myths in order to tell his fellow Germans something important about themselves. The historical moment for another "birth of tragedy" was at hand. But having read Schopenhauer in the 1850s, -183 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman Wagner came to realize that the disparate arts could not just "come together" on equal terms.
Music alone has a clear privilege and priority. Given its unique capacity to reveal the metaphysical will, tragedy would need to be re-born, if at all, "out of the spirit of music." The fact that Greek tragedy in general arose from the "chorus" says, when thought in an essential manner, nothing other than the fact that the chorus is the inner middle of the poetizing of tragedy as poetizing. And the choral ode of the completed, tragic work is in turn the middle of this middle. (Heidegger, Ister 118) There is no need for Heidegger to state explicitly that music is not, accordingly, the womb out of which the tragedy developed, for that is implied by his argument that the chorus is in essence poetic, and thus constitutes the center of the tragedy's "poetizing."
Certainly, we know that Heidegger was preoccupied by the great choral ode in Antigone both in the Hölderlin lecture course and in Introduction to Metaphysics, published seven years earlier. However, in both texts his attention is focused exclusively on teasing the meaning from Sophocles' poetic language: the choral nature of the ode was beside the point, as if the lyrics of a song could be interpreted without worrying about the melody or tempo. Heidegger's italicization of "ode" in the following passage emphasizes yet again the priority of the poetry in tragedy, regardless of why or how tragedy came into being:
The chorus is not simply the origin of tragedy in terms of its "developmental history;" rather, in the choral ode, the chorus becomes the essential middle of the tragedy in terms Jonathan Salem-Wiseman of the history of its essence. This essential middle poetically gathers around it the whole of the poetic work; the chorus is that which is to be poetized. (Heidegger, Ister 119) Heidegger's targets are, once again, unmistakable. He is clearly out to contest, at least implicitly, any claim that tragedy can be grasped adequately by appealing to its developmental history. In other words, we would still misunderstand what tragedy is essentially, even if it were true that tragedy could be traced back to early musical performances, as Nietzsche argued.
Heidegger is obviously not denying a musical component in Greek tragedy, and at no time does he claim, as he did of Wagner's later work, that Greek tragedy would have "had to fail" as great art if music had been the dominant artistic genre. But for Heidegger, whatever role music played for the pre-Platonic ancient Greeks, it was not essential to the greatness of their tragedies. This view is consistent with everything else Heidegger has written about modern music, as we have seen, and we might wonder whether he viewed music as already freighted with all of the metaphysical baggage that the other genres of art would later take on under the sway of modern aesthetics.
Perhaps the real tragedy of Heidegger's view of music is that it potentially undermines his own very powerful argument against aesthetics itself. Heidegger has a story to tell-perhaps not the right one-about how art has been diminished in scale and purpose in practice by virtue of aesthetic theory, but if this irredeemably aesthetic genre was at the core of a type of great art itself and the world around it. More modestly, some exemplary artworks have the capacity to disclose how art itself "works" by illuminating the "essential strife" between "world" and "earth," the dynamic process through which truth is both revealed and concealed (Heidegger, "Origin" 49) . According to Heidegger, Van Gogh's painting discloses this process by both revealing to us the meaningful world of the farmer's shoes, while also resisting our attempts to make this world completely intelligible. Because of the "essentially self-secluding" earth, the painting can help us to appreciate that meaning itself can never be exhausted, that there are always interpretive possibilities that we have yet to even fathom (Heidegger, "Origin" 47) .
Heidegger thus tries to show that even artworks, like Van Gogh's painting, which might appear to be the ideal-typical exhibits of modern aesthetics, can actually help us see how modern aesthetic approaches to art actually impede our hermeneutical access to how artworks themselves "work," ontologically speaking.
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In this final section, accordingly, I want to argue that Wagner's Ring can also be interpreted as an exemplary modern artwork, one that likewise reveals to us, through the music, -187 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman that we can never master and control all meaning. Indeed, despite the demands for mastery and control that govern both our world and the world on display in Wagner's four musical dramas, we are able, as listeners, to hear the characters struggle, without ever fully succeeding, to make their world intelligible. 23 It is this structural tension within intelligibility itself, the dynamic process of revealing and concealing, that Wagner is able to capture so remarkably with his music.
In scene four of Das Rheingold, when Erda, the Earth goddess, tells Wotan that "Alles was ist, endet," ["all that is shall come to an end"] there are two possible ways in which this claim can be taken (Wagner, Rheingold) . First, it can be read superficially as the claim that everything will eventually be destroyed, that being will one day become nothing. Second, it can be read as a more nuanced thesis about the finitude of the world ruled over by Wotan and the other gods of Valhalla. This interpretation suggests that after the "twilight of the gods," after the Rhine has overflowed its banks and washed the old world away, another world will take its place. We know, of course, that Wagner wrote and re-wrote the ending of the Ring several times, and much ink has been spilt to explain the ending of, and meaning of, the entire tetralogy. 24 But this second interpretation surely has a Heideggerian "ring" to it, for it suggests that the happening of truth is historically finite, that a world-any world-stands within a particular horizon of disclosure over which we have no control, but which nevertheless governs our
understanding of "what is and what matters" to us (Thomson 43) .
Das Rheingold begins with the famous leitmotif of nature, a very dignified, slowly rising arpeggio played on the horns, and we witness a world coming-into-being out of nature directly before us. 25 We hear variations of this motif in later operas-from the Rhine motif that quickly unfolds, to the "forest murmurs" motif in Seigfried, to the "world ash-tree" motif of -188 -PhaenEx Götterdämmerung. When we hear these subsequent variations and transformations, our experience of the world revealing itself before us is immediately transformed: what we hear in the present turns us back to the past, and anticipates a coming future. The music thus "temporalizes" the world, disclosing it as a finite and limited structure of meaning, just one way for being to reveal itself amongst limitless possibilities. This is in contrast to a metaphysical determination of being which conceals, to borrow Young's phrase, "the projected character of world," the idea that our basic experience of reality and what matters to us can fundamentally change (Young, Philosohy of Art 161). Metaphysics, recall, passes off one possible mode of world-disclosure as universal, absolute. Wagner's Ring does the opposite. As listeners, we are constantly reminded-often by the music alone-of the beginning and end of the world throughout the entire fourteen hour performance. Instead of simply enforcing the ontologicalethical framework of the world presented in the Ring, at a deeper level Wagner's semantically dense music is constantly suggesting to us that the world on stage is an historically contingent dispensation of being-just as the modern world itself is. Consequently, when Erda emerges from the Earth to speak with Wotan, to tell him that his rule from Valhalla will not last, it is the nature motif that we hear once more. But this time, it is played in a minor key, and the majestic, rising notes of its first iteration are inverted to communicate the eventual decline of the gods.
The orchestra tells us this; Erda's words are almost superfluous.
While I cannot do justice to even this one, small detail of the Ring, it is worth mentioning, since it so clearly shows that Wagner's music is far more subtle and sophisticated than his musical theory. 26 But it also suggests that his music, if my interpretation is on the right track, cannot be so hastily construed as the high moment of modern aesthetics, given the way it resists assimilation within this tradition. Once we attend to the fact that Wagner's music is not -189 -Jonathan Salem-Wiseman simply functioning to stimulate the emotions of a distracted, bourgeois audience, but is able to show us that the world within which art has been assigned this restricted role is itself a finite, historical world, then we have good reason to think of Wagner's art more as "saving power" and less as "danger." One does not have to do violence to Wagner's operas to make them speak a Heideggerian language-game. by revealing the ineliminable historicity of all ontological paradigms, Wagner's operas make the Heideggerian point that being itself is inexhaustible, that however much we try, as Wotan did, to control things, to make the world transparently intelligible, our efforts will fail. But despite this failure, Wagner's operas show us that our inability to master all meaning is actually a condition for the possibility of having meaning at all. And if that is true, then there must be more to music than meets the Heideggerian ear.
Notes

